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epSON SurePress interface and rewind

epson installs first
surepress in north america
danieLLe Jerschefske talks with Epson’s first digital label press customer in California
Tape & Label Converters (TLC), located in Santa Fe Springs,
California, supplies brands like Boeing, Whole Foods,
Pepsi-Cola, Miller and disney with custom labels and
manufactures personalized carton seal tapes, aerospace and
military Id tapes.
Its broad customer base has a variety of needs. Vice
president of sales and marketing at TLC, Mas Crawford, says,
‘our run quantities are coming down, turnaround times are
shorter and shorter. Clients send an order in and expect to see
product in two days, and don’t want to hold label inventory.
Versatility and flexibility is the way the industry is moving.’
TLC installed the Epson SurePress digital inkjet machine to
more effectively accommodate smaller quantities and provide
shorter lead times for its customers. It was the official Beta site
for the SurePress L-4033a, which utilizes the Epson micropiezo
inkjet technology, is 13 inches wide and runs at 16 feet/min.
already TLC has produced pharma and nutraceutical labels,
and promotional materials for disney on the digital machine.
‘Customers enjoy the quality of the SurePress. Epson’s
technology has helped us jump start projects we simply
couldn’t tackle before. We are able to give our customers the
highest quality at a competitive price. The technology lends
itself to open capability.’
Mark Elsbernd, north american region sales manager, Epson
SurePress, notes, ‘While image quality, versatility and overall
machine performance are a given, we are very proud of the

relationship that we have been able to build with the team
at Tape & Label Converters. our service and support teams
have a particular focus on the daily needs of the customer
so questions such as press utilization, label applications and
converting options are discussed on a regular and ongoing
basis.’
He adds, ‘our ability to listen, learn and adapt our
methodology has been key in developing a mutually-beneficial
environment and a positive digital experience for Tape & Label
Converters. Epson is currently seeking other qualified printers
in north america, like TLC, where SurePress can serve as a
competitive, high-quality digital printing solution.’
Epson supplies a specially formulated industrial grade
six-color water-based ink set called SurePress aQ. The
hexochrome system offers a wide color gamut using orange
and green plus CMYK to produce color close to PMS. The
supplier has partnered with Wasatch, X-Rite and Eskoartwork
to drive RIP workflow controls and color management tools
capable of producing ICC profiles for consistency and
repeatability in its digital label solution.
SurePress can run on standard self-adhesive label stocks and
films (no pre-coating required) semi-gloss, gloss, matte paper
stock, BoPP and PET without adhesion issues and TLC says
there’s no need to corona treat material in advance. Since the
ink is water-based there are no curing issues. ‘The durability is
excellent,’ says Crawford. ‘The print is consistent. We’ve done a
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hot off the press
a Round-uP oF THE LaTEST GLoBaL
LaBEL SToRIES

TAgHLeeF TO INSTALL bOpp LINe IN egYpT
Taghleef Industries (Ti) is installing a new BOPP line at its
production site near Cairo in Egypt. The new line will serve both
Africa and Europe thanks to Egypt’s commercial ports on the
Mediterranean and Red Seas. The new line is scheduled to begin
production at the end of 2012.
(L-r) Mas Crawford, VP sales &
marketing and Robert Varela Sr, president

number of re-runs and the first and third run look the same.’
Crawford estimates that it can take only ten minutes from
pre-press to the first saleable label and likes the complexity
digital removes from the process. The converter’s average run
can be from hundreds of feet to 3,000 feet or so, rather short for
the time as the implementation is still in its infancy. Finishing the
digital labels is easy with a Mark andy 2200 fitted with a Rotary
Technologies Servo 3000 re-registration unit. The converter can use
existing dies.
The Epson piezo heads can drop various sized dots on the
substrate that leave a finer printed gradation to zero. Crawford
says, ‘the technology produces a very high resolution. It’s true
photographic quality. The fade out and gradations are much better
than with basic flexography.’
Crawford is the most trained operator on staff. From a business
perspective, the converter felt that because he was going out to
sell the product it would be best that he understand what the press
is capable of. TLC is now in the process of cross training other
associates to run the machine.
nozzle maintenance is one of the most critical aspects to digital
inkjet print consistency. The SurePress has an internal self-cleaning
system and should go through a daily maintenance process. ‘The
shut down time is reasonable,’ says Crawford.
brand education
It’s critical that converters educate brands as much as possible
about the technology advancements in the label industry and
the benefits to them – quality, response time, sustainability and
inventory control.
Crawford feels similar to other early digital adopters in the label
industry. He says, ‘The toughest part about gaining adoption
is getting customers, or anyone from outside the industry to
understand. Their budgets are tight and they want justification for
the step-up in cost.
‘once they see how vibrant the colors are, the intensities of
green, orange, blue and yellow and that the process gives them the
vibrancy they’re looking for, the response is positive.’
So far TLC has switched about 20 percent of its flexo work over
to digital production. The rest of the capacity is being filled by
new business. The converter expects to increase the number of
customers it switches from conventional as knowledge of the
technology and its capabilities rises.
Crawford believes that the label industry is headed towards
digital, ‘we want to be at the forefront and grow stronger as the
technology becomes more commonplace. The SurePress is an
excellent fit today for the short run label environmen; we look
forward to working with Epson in the future.’

DAcO AppOINTS AgeNT IN INDIA
Daco Solutions, a UK-based manufacturer of finishing and
converting equipment has appointed Printers Supply Company as
its agent. The company will serve Daco’s growing customer base
in the Indian sub-continent.

AbbOT LAbeL purcHASeS
ADDITIONAL FAcILITY
US converter Abbott Label has purchased a new 40,000 square
foot facility in Doraville, Georgia, to add to its existing operations
in Atlanta, Los Angeles and Dallas.

kLöckNer INSTALLS
MANuFAcTurINg eQuIpMeNT
Klöckner Pentaplast has invested 40 million euros (USD $54m)
in new manufacturing equipment at its Montabaur, Germany, and
Santo Tirso, Portugal, facilities. The new technology enhances
the company’s production capabilities for the shrink label films,
food, thermoforming, box-making, adhesive tape and decorative
surfaces business segments.

J & H TO DISTrIbuTe
cHINeSe FINISHINg MAcHINeS
J & H Printing Solutions, a distributor of printing and converting
equipment for the package and label printing industries, has
been appointed the exclusive North American distributor for Relia
Precision Machinery of Nanjing, China. Relia Precision Machinery
manufactures a line of high speed, high precision slitter rewinders
for the narrow web printing industry. Relia’s various models
include options for slitting, die-cutting, matrix rewind and Erhardt
+ Leimer inspection modules.

HerMA AppOINTS DISTrIbuTOr IN pOrTugAL
Germany-based self-adhesive material products manufacturer
Herma has appointed Masterroll as its distributor in Portugal.
Based in Braga, in the north of Portugal, Masterroll was founded
by André Pinheiro, a materials engineer with extensive industry
experience who has also worked in label production and printing
machine sales.

rOxceL AcQuIreS brIgL & berMeISTer
Vienna, Austria-based multinational paper trading company
Roxcel Group has purchased paper manufacturer Brigl &
Bergmeister from the Prinzhorn Group, taking over
complete ownership.
Brigl & Bergmeister runs two production facilities in
Niklasdorf, Austria, and Vevce, Slovenia, which produce an
aggregate of 165,000 tons of paper a year with 500 employees.
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